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months.5 This restoration of a strict rule took place
in Edward's eighth year; and one might go on to say
that those classes of his silver coins, which do not pre-
sent the diversities observable in others, may belong to
the period when the laxer mode of procedure obtained;
while those which abound in these marks (as do groats
bearing the cross, the rose, and the sun) find their place
in the latter part of his reign when the assay was being
made punctually once a quarter. While the trials were
frequent we can readily understand how more, and more
often, distinctive signs of separation would be needed to
supplement the differences preserved by the chief mint-
marks. However this may be, it would be convenient to
allow some weight to my conjecture, even until such time
as accurate knowledge takes its place, were it only that we
might possess a principle as the basis of good classification,
which would enable us to arrange these numerous pieces
in a simpler way than we can without it. For any one who
has taken the trouble to enter upon an examination of the
various privy marks observable on Edward I V/s silver coins
—and their name is " legion"—will admit the necessity of
doing so upon a plan, and be thankful to have one. In any
such plan the broader we keep the lines of demarcation the
more easy will it be for us to understand one another, as
well as the coins; whereas, by allowing all variations of
marking, of whatever kind and importance, to constitute
classes, our lists of these coins become confusing, and
bewilder the inquirer instead of assisting him. Only
compare the catalogue of Edward IV. mint-marks at the
end of " Silver Coins of England " with that in the body
of the work, and I shall be understood at once. Such
classes as are formed by Nos. 1 and 3, Nos. 12,13, and 14/
3	Ending, vol. L p. 71.
4	Hawkins, " English Silver Coins," pp. 112, 113.

